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told in a nonlinear style, the story picks up with johnny bolt struggling to make ends meet while
working as a petty criminal. his home life is made up of an ex-wife who has left him for a young
celebrity neighbor, and his children, who have only ever known him as a criminal. the cast includes
the following: jay jay warren as marcus storm, a youthful ex-cop turned vigilante; timothy bottoms as
john bolt, a petty thief with an electricity-powered suit; siobhan fallon as pansy, a female agent for a
clandestine government organization; cody kostro as omen, a sociopathic genius with unusually
powerful abilities; and sofia happonen as juliet, marcus's widow. although this isn't an
action/superhero story, the story's overall tone is one of joy. jonny's selfish life as a criminal is fueled
by his love of his kids, the joy he gets out of stealing from corrupt or evil people, and his appreciation
for the great men in his life, like his former mentor. the tv show is essentially a story about old-
fashioned fun, telling us a few things about the world and how that fun works. its thoughtful, funny,
and i give it my highest recommendation. i think there was a concern on the part of some executives
at dc that if i did this and nobody knew about it, it would be viewed as an immediate hit of "here
comes alan moore." but that kind of thinking, i think, is shortsighted. with the pace at which certain
comic publishers are moving, theyre looking at their legacy of characters and theyre trying to go,
"how can we capitalize on this?" there are things that are so ingrained in the personalities of the
characters, and in some ways, they have a very full circle feel to them. so it isnt like, "oh, i just want
to have fun and make a money grab." its more, "how can we marry these elements to make the type
of story that fits the characters and the universe that we've been building for years?" and thats what
marvel is going to do with kick-ass 2.
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Christina Crook believes in the power of a good book, the power of follow through, and the power of
being just a little more mindful when it comes to our relationship with technology. She loves

technology and understands why others do not. She speaks and writes about the challenges of being
perfectly balanced in a world of over-connection and information overload. She is a skilled

practitioner of Internet mindfulness and co-founder of the JOMO Institute, which she has been
running successfully since 2006. The JOMO Institute has published and created interactive tools and
resources for readers and viewers, practitioners, and teachers interested in exploring the inner world
of connection and disconnection in their lives. Christina Crook is the author of four books, including
the best seller The Joy of Missing Out: Finding Balance in a Wired World, and the life-changing The
Joy of Less, about living with less. She makes her home in Los Angeles. goldschmidt also owned a

theatre company, north shore theatres, that operated on hollywoods north shore and had produced
porgy before porgy and bess. goldschmidt and his partner were ideally suited to bringing musical
revivals to the small screen. after porgy and bess, goldschmidt ventured into television, where he
could mine the vast catalog of broadway musicals from the past century for reworkings. his fertile
mind for such projects led to one of hollywoods first hit series, the ed sullivan show, in which the

musical repertory was broken down into episodes. such a plan would fit naturally in a series format.
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